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FIVE CENTS

F os a clas Size tO.
By Paul Schindler
Next year's freshman class
will be smaller than this year's,
possibly by as much as 170
students.
The Tech learned of the
impending cut from a variety of
sources, including the
Admissions Office, the Dean for
Student Affairs' Office, and
Vice-President
f or
'Administration and Personnel
John Wynne. It is Wynne who
will have to make a
xrecommendation

Ashdown Dining Halt closed, for what may have been the final time
on Wednesday, December 20, 1972. Pictured above are members of
the dining hall staff and a regular visitor, Loki. Loki belongs to Joan
Friebley, editor of the IAP Guide. He will keep going, even after
Ashdown is remodelled: the dining hall may not. According to
Chancellor Paul Gray, the fall will continue to- exist in some form,
yet to be determined. Options for the hall's future are being
considered by the Committee on Student Environment; a faculty
resolution forestalls any final action until that committee makes its
report.
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,Academic Council, either today
or'one week from today.
When he was contacted last
"Friday, Wynne said there was no
pressure for a quick decision on
the size of the class of '77, and
-that he had not yet drafted a
recommendation to the Council
(Wynne
m ak e s the
recommendation because
financial aid and- admissions
both report to him). When asked
if he would speculate on his
recommendation, Wynne stated
"I am not absolutely sure what
it will be yet." He also noted
that it would be inappropriate
for Council members to read his
proposal in the paper before
they heard it in person.
The major constraint pushing
class size down is the Institute's
commitment to providing either
campus housing or off-campus
approved housing for all
freshmen. Kenneth Browning,
assistant dean for Student

i its series at MZIT

By Lee Giguere
The firs{~ installment of a
special -ABC six-part docamentary series on science and technology produced in colaboration with MIT will be telecast in
two weeks.
WCVB (Channel 5), ABC's
Boston affliate, will air the first
program on January 22. According to their programming department, the station normally
carries all ABC prime tirne programming.
The focus of the January 22
edition of "What About Tomorrow?" will be communication
between man and machine. According to Professor of Electrical
Engineering William Siebert,
who sewed as a consultant fox

the program, the segment explores
efforts
to
make
machines, computers in particular, "more adaptable to the
goals human beings have."
Focusing on MIT's Project
MAC, the documentary first
examines the work of Professor
of Mathematics Seymour A.
Papert using machines in a teaching environment. Siebert explained that Papert inverts the
usual machine-student relationship by having his young
students "teach" their machines
tasks like operating a music
generator or controlling the
movements of a mechanical
tfirtle.
Another MAC investigator,
Mathematics Instructor Terry
Winograd also appears in the
program, according to Siebert.
The focus of Winograd's research, he explained, is to engage
computers in conversations
about "non-trivial subjects."
The ABC crew also moved
off-campus to film work at Bell
Laboratories on building com-

puters that can talk.
Siebert explained his own

role in the production by noting
that originally a broad look at
communication had been planned for the first show. His own
work as a communications en gineer and sensory researcher
had been slated as part of the
topic. He ended up as a consultant, however, when his areas of
interest were written out of the
program to keep the range of
topics down to a manageable

size.
According to ABC Executive
Producer James Benjamin, the
overall thrust of the series will
be to examine "what sort of
questions are being asked in
fields where the public has concerns.' Benjamin explained that

advise us. We decide what direction we want to take; then we

rop

Affairs, has gained some renown
'm administration circles for his
accurate predictions of the
housing situation. He predicted,
in a widely distributed memo,

estimates of what number of
extra apartments they might be
widling to rent. Consideration
has been given to the possibility
of using Random Hall as

that the maximum number of

temporary housing, but the cost

freshmen that could be admitted
next year without causing
crowding in the dormswould be
870.
The number is not without its
qualifications. It allows a small
margin of elbow room for the
Dean's office to respond to
crises in housing as they arrive,
and it makes allowance for the
MIT-Wellesl~ey residence
ex c hange and the
Student-Faculty exchange,
according to Browning.
. Nor was it arrived at without
careful consideration of
alternative possibilities. The
fraternities have all co-operated,
to the extent of providing

of subsidizing it would be
inordinate, . according to
vice-President Kenneth
Wadleigh. There is obviously no
option
to
build
another,
dormitory in time for use by
next fal,- even if there was
money for it, which there is not.
The problem stems from. a
simple mathematical fact of life:
more people are staying in the
dormitory system than ever
before. 97% of last year's
freshmen residents stayed this
year; 85% of the sophomores
stayed and so did 81% of the
juniors. If anything like these
numbers stay again, and
(Please turn to page 62

Caempus$ PatroZ lanch efs
Opezrtion ldenij cation
By engraving a social security
number, driver's license number
other identifying data on all
metal, plastic and wood
valuables, members of the MIT
community can join Operation
Identification, a nationwide
effor to curb theft.
Lieutenant Richard Driscoll
of the Campus Patrol explained
that electric egravers are being
loaned by the Patrol from their
headquarters in the Armory;
upon return of the engraver, the
user will be given a decal with a
policeman's badge which announces his participation in

come to our contacts at MIT and Operation Identification.
ask 'Do you think this is a valid
The decal, which Driscoll sugapproach?'"
gests be displayed "at all points
The series, he said, will try to of entry," states: "We have joinpresent current research in the ed Operation Identification, all
words of the researchers them- items of value on these premises
selves. Benjamin also outlined have been marked for ready
the -topics of the five other identification by law enforceprograms in the series.
ment agencies."
{Please turn to page 3)

Thieves are deterred by the
program, Driscoll continued, because objects which have been
indelibly marked cannot be
easily fenced. In fact, he said,
pawn borkers and fences refuse
to handle marked items.
Operation Identification, he
noted, has been very successful
where it has been tried. Asked if
any of the objects engraved
during the MIT campaign had
been stolen and then recovered
because of Operation Identification, Driscoll said no, addeing
that as yet none of the items
marked had been stolen.
Since Novmeber, when the
Patrol first began loaning the
electric engravers, some 340
items have been marked, Dormitory residents, fraternity residents, and off-campus students
have all used the ueits.
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By Paul St. Gveen

Baxter then created the main
discussion point of the evening
when he stated that the sole goal
"the kind of questions the layof his bank was "make as much
man asks are broad and foreclose
money as possible for its ownanswers." While not presenting
ers." He said that businesses are
solutions to modern problems,
too inefficent if maximized profhe continued, the series will
it is not a goal, and that it gives a
" show the types of investiga- to drank beer and coke.
good handle on decisions. The
tions which might suggest soluA panel of five alumni led off bank recruits 70 MBA and 40
the meeting with descriptions of. Bachelor degree students from
tions."
Interviewed last month by what their companies were look- any field and sends all of them
The Tech, Benjamin emphasized ing for in June graduates. The to the University of Chicago
that the series is not about MIT panel was Robert Wright ('50 business school at its own exitself. While he felt that the XV, now a partner in the pense. Baxter said that his bank
Institute iS considered "pre- Chicago law firm of Price, Cush- likes to work in innovative
eminent" in its field, he noted man, Keck and Mahin), Mark fields; there's more money to be
that the documentary crews Baxter ('50 XV, a Vice President made (as well as more risks).
would "talk to as many people at the First National Bank of
Roshkind of A.B. Dick said
in the fields they are examining Chicago), Allan Roshkind ('37 his firm is engaged in "Classic
as possible." For the seres, he XVI, Vice President of Research R&D." They hire M.E., E.E.,
said, ABC -would "never exclu- and Development at A.B. Dick and Chem. E. graduates in about
sively do things at or away from Company, Chicago), Marshall equal numbers. His company exKeig ('49 IX, then General Sci- pects its new employees to take
MIT."
The documentaries, Benjamin ence, Executive Assistant, High about a year to develop into
stated, will "not be definitive Energy Physics, Argonne Nation- self-sufficent workers. Qualities
studies," but rather will "give an al Laboratory), and Jaques Hoff- they look for in students are
indication of the kind of work man ('66 II, Marketing DiTector guts, imagination, and "sparks
going on" in a field. Their and Owner of Intertech Develop- flying." Roshkind remarked that
theme, he said, is that "maybe ment Company, Chicago).
they have averaged about a 50%
Not everyone had a lot to "batting average" on their new
not less but more science and
technology will be needed to say. Wright said that his law firm people. His comment that
solv problems."
e
"We are pro- was not hiring at the present "young people don't seem to
ceeding," he said, "from an in- time. However, he stated that he want to start at the bottom,"
terest in what people's concerns believed engineering was good was backed up by every other
are." MIT's role "will be to preparation for law.
alumnus at the meeting. EveryThe MIT Club of Chicago
sponsored a "Rap Session" between students and alumni i over
Christ m as vacation. Despite
rainy, cold weather, about 20
alumni and 1O students gathered
at the Germania Club in Chicago

one reminded the students that
that was how they had started,
and that was how new graduates
should start.
U
Keig of Argonne told the
group that his lab was nonprofit, but it "sure would be

nice to have a simple profit
motive." Keig said that the lab
hires Biology, Chemistry and
Physics students; about 1/2
PhD's, and most of the rest
Masters degrees. Aside from the
specific attribute of selfmotivation, they also need evironmentalists, computer scientists, blacks, women, and other
minority groups.
Finally, Hoffman described
his own small, three man company, and said "Frankly, we
can't afford MIT graduates." He
noted that his own MIT education was helpful even though his
job was not specialized, and he
was enjoying doing many of the
small tasks himself.
Next, the organizer of the
meeting, Karen Arenson (XIV
'70) introduced the panel of
students. They were Paul Green
('73 V I-Computer Scence),
Mitch Szymanski ('74 XI) and
Mark Tanquary- ('76, interested
in engineering).

(Please turn to page 7)
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* The Association for Women Students will meet Monday January 15
at 4 pm in 3-310. The proposed
UROP projects, and the speakers for
the next several meetings will be the
main topics of discussion. All students are welcome, as the AWS is
anxious to hear the opinions of all
students. Refreshments will be served.
New Technologies and the Artist:
Student projects for public exhibition in October 1973o Meetings Jan.
9 at 2 pm (ES53-220) and Jan. 11 at 2
pmn (E21-2nd floor). x3-3371.

*, A new magazine isbeing formed,

the first issue to appear early next
term. It will contain Ifterkry works
(fiction, poetry, criticism), non-fiction (political, social, cultural analyses, essays), photos, and graphics.
Come to a meeting tonight (Tuesday)
at 7:30 in room 407 of the Student
Center if you are interested in working on the first issue. If you cannot
make this meeting, call Larry or

Steve at 492-5672.
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the ten best chess players in the
world for approximately two decad es. Former Soviet champion
and perennial world championship contender, Geller most re-

cently occupied the spotlight as
Spassky's second. He has a "pugilistic style, one that lies in the
center of the chess spectrum
between the smooth power of a
Smysloy and the descending tacThe following game is one of
Geller's early efforts, played in

1949 in the serifnals of the

White: Geller. Black: Vatnikov.
1 P-K4 P-QB4; 2 N-KB3 N-QB3;
3 P-2Q4 Pun; 4 NxP N-KB3; 5
N-QB3 P-Q3. This is the traditional way of handling the Sici-'
lian Defense, an opening which
i

n

more any

ab dcotte

other. You have all been, I am
sure, sophisticated enough to appreciate the back-and-forth, tugof-war struggle of the first five
moves. Each side has paid attention to material, development,
and the center with each of its
moves.
6 B-QB4 P-K3; 7 O-O B-K2; 8
B-K3 O-O; 9 B-N3 N-QR4; 10
P-B4 P-QN3. The past few moves

haeIdct
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game to those who keep up with
current master practice. Geller's
next move was an improvement
on contemporary theory. 1 1
P-K 5! N-K I.
The moves have seemed rather straightforward so far. But
appearances are deceiving
Black's last move was virtually
his only choice! For instance,

' CREEK FOOD AT ITS BEST
"he-Parthenon Restaurant

3
3

H ESAO RI
been one of had he played

t~~~~-'ics of a Tal."
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for
deadline
* The
turning in second term registration
material to the Registrar's Office,
E19-335 is Friday, January 12, 1973.
Material is available at the Registrar's
Office.
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Geller has

In the first few chess columns
I discussed the relationships between time, space. and material,
citing games in which each factor was pretty clear. It is now
time to discuss the interrelationships as they usually appearblurred, difficulty to separate.
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"statement by
VWq ilaijor ill 1'l-el.t'[ .'Service
posal, which passed without dis- Ity" is needed for MIT's work presenting this
Committee on
a
on
CEP
the
-insiders
for
both
area,
-n this
sent, required Faculty action.
ALIuhi/I.ed Dealer
Matter," Rogers exDissent, however, was nota- who might not take the initiative Discipline
to personal
bly ,present during discussion of currently needed to get such a cused himself due
controversy.
the
in
involvement
who
outsiders
for
and
degree,
805 Providence Hgwy (VOL
the CEP report on the "Opinion
' M .,/.;
Rte. i. Dedham
Document" prepared in the Dis- cannot currently see how they Roy Kaplow, associate professor
group
the
chaired
Metallurgy
of
degree
environmental
an
get
1V
28can
e.
RAV
off
I i.... .·-- ., , . -.
cipline Committee last spring.
-----r
for discussions and delivered the
Several rancorous exchanges be- at MIT.
The actual drafting of the report to the faculty.
tween faculty members took
Besides the reasons listed in
program was apparently a
Jerome
degree
President
place, but
Wiesner cut off discussion. (For laborious process; Eaglesod the introduction to the statein full on page 3),.
(printed
further details, see full state- pointed out, as did the copy ment
ment, page 3, and a portion of handed out to the faculty, that the statement was also prompted
this story sub-titled "CEP re- this was the "seventh draft" of by a number of inquiries adthe proposal. He summed up by dre'ssed to W.iesner and Rogers
port.") .
IT
noting that the new program by faculty members, KaploW HARVAiRD
New environmental degree
s0
~ oves
The new degree was the first "meets a newly perceived need," said.
pkmwabodncstmwmt~
three
covers
program
statement
The
order of business at the meeting and that "no current
and was explained to the faculty meets the objectives of this pro- basic questions: should the
diuY 9,0,11
"'opinion document" have been
.by Professor of Civil Engineering gram."
Haam-9re
issued to the students involved?
CEP report
Peter Eagleson, who had chaired
The Committee on Educa- Should it have been given to the
the committee that designed the
Policy (CEP) then made student press? Are' current Distional
graduate degree program. Noting
O
arnxw
This group is the cipline Committee procedures
report.
its
that many students are already
HrdSqua
putting together a similar pro- senior faculty committee, and is appropriate?
On the first question, the
dew~o
gram on their own, Eagleson normally chaired by Hartley
Faculty.
the
of
decided that, in spite of
chairman
CEP
Rogers,
a
defended the need for such
degree by stating that "visibil- For purposes of.. discussing and substantial confusion surround- I
C)
nfies
re
n
fa9ts
II
I
I
I
1

~......~.....................
__nPMMM
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By Daniel Reinharth

.

eE fondegree

&c Jf.y parsses ea
By Paul Schindler
The Faculty, in their last
meeting of 1972, voted approval
of a post-graduate "Environmental Engineer" degree.
"The program," according to
the proposal presented to the
faculty, "is designed to prepare
students for careers in government, industry, and private practice where technical decisionmaking is integrated w.ith environmental planning and management functions."
The degree proposal topped a
long agenda; some observers
termed the December 20 conclave "the most important Faculty meeting o f the'year." Other
business heard by the Faculty
was a CEP report on the Discipline Committee "Opinion Document," the Report of the Committee on Outside Professional
Activities, reports on the Special
Laboratories and IAP, and a
report on smoking at MIT. Only
the Environmental Engineer pro-
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I 1. . .PxP the play
with 12
proceeded
have
might
to
(check
New altihlntic (;Greck rstatlrail.l
RxP!!
13
N-Q2;
PxP
Modest prices. superb I:uropean willes.-.
see why this works). Be careful
I1 1.1. D)aily
Opell I U.m.
when playing the Sicilian Devariety of lII[ors.
Phone 491-9592
924 Mass.. Ave. in Cambridge
fense.
12 P-BS! This is how an L
aggressive player plays. Black's
.
wned and manlaged
pieces are disorganized - they
by Harvard MBSA's
are all on the first rank or on the
Expert service on foreign cars
Behind the
rim. White's pieces, on the other
412 G;reen St.
.
hand, especially the KB on the
Central Square
Cambridge
long diagonal, the KR on the
YMC(
661-1866
"open" file, and the central
knight, are exerting tremendous
Mon.-Fri.
pressure on Black's center and
8am to 8pro
king position. By advancing his
I
pawns Beller hopes to increase
the trends of Black disorganization and White iniiative.
12. ... QPx3P; 13 PaP! P-B3; 14
N-BS5! White's tactics have worked. He has weakened the Black
position by opening the KB's
INFORMATION
diagonal and lodging a pawn in
may
Black's vitals. Direct threats
PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
now bring the game to a rapid
conclusion.
An Abortion can be arranged
The first threat is 15 QxQ
within 24 hours
BxQ; 16 P-K7 discovered check,
You can return home
so Black defends with
the some day you leove.
14...NxB. But now 15 N-Q5!!,
threatening 16 n/QSxBch, winning the queen. So Black definds with 15...N-Q5, but 16
NJQ5xBch K-R1; 17 N-N6ch!
TOLL FREEends all resistance. By vacating
(800) 523 - 4436
-the K7 square with a check,
Geller permits the devasting 18
P-K7. Black resigns.
A game like this one illustrates why it is so important to do
well in the opening. When a
position loses its internal harmony it is ripe for swift and unstoppable destruction.
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OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
- Australia, Europe, S. America,

Africa, etc. All professions and occupations $700 to $3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing.:
Free information - Write Jobs Overseas, Dept. F6, P.O. Box 1507 1, San
Diego, CA 92115.
MEN WOMEN - WORK ON A SHIP
NEXT SUMMER! No experience requied. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $2 for information. SEAFAX,
Port Angeles,
Box 2049-MJ.
Washington 98362.
Auto Body & Fender Repairs. Welding - Bikes & Frames. Quality Service - Reasonable Prices. Student
Discounts. Cambridge Truck Body
Co.. Inc., 141 First St. (One block
from Lechmere Sales) Cambridge,
Mass. 02142. Tel 876-9422.

BARGAINS FOR BIBLIOPHILES at
the Harvard Univ Press Book Sale.
50-90% off.New titles every day. Jan
9, 10,11. Memorial Hall, Harvard. 10'
AM - 9 PM.

~'% : 50% OFF ON ALL STER3EO
EQUIPMENT. Stereo Componen'It,.
Compacts, and TI's. AUl new, n
factory sealed ctas° 100% guaranteed. All major brands available. Call,
We anymo. 491-7793.

Sylvia

Miles 2:15 - 6:00 - 9:40 & Louis
MURMUR OF THE
Malle's
HEART 4:00 - 7:40

MASON & HAMLIN grand piano
5'8" Rebuilt $1700. 944-3860
Unique service for PhD or MA candidates. Professional experienced editors work with you to prepare your,
thesis for acceptance by department
or publisher. All topics. Personal service, pick up and delivery. Call Livia
492-325S. Anytime.
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De Broca's THE KING OF
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it C-scans science,
MLE ?' ac s as advisor.
(Continuedfrom page 1j
"the seedbed for scientists of the
The city -"possibly the next future." Benjamin was unable to
frontier" according to Benjamin name any specific projects which
- is to be the topic of the would be telecast but asserted
second presentation. "Maybe that the aim of the program will
science will provide the city be to "display some of the endweller with the tools he needs thusiasm" of research scientists.
to conquer the city, Benjamin Finally, the last segment of the
said. While filming this segment, series will examine educational
innovations "which indicate that research.
it's not a dead-end situation"
MIT's-agreement with ABC is
will be examined.
Assistant to "provide advice and expertise
Louis Menand III,
to the Provost, who is working in the planning and production
with the producer-writer of the .of programs." Assistant to the
second segment, Richard Mc- Provost Joel Orien, who is serCutchen, last week told The Tech ving as MIT's liaison man with
ABC, explained some of the
that McCutchen, was "interested
in the impact on people" of interaction between MIT and
science and technology. For ABC that is involved in the
filming, "he sought out activities collaboration. He and Provost
which deal with people and Walter Rosenblith meet with
Benjamin and the producer of a
people's needs.
One of the topics of the given segment to talk over the
program, according to Menand, topic.
is Saranac-New Castle Court, a
He added that he and Rosenhousing rehabilitation project on b lith "make suggestions of
Columus Avenue in Boston. The people" who might also be helpaime of the project, Menand ful. After the producer has preexplained, is to "redesign and pared a "treatment" of the
remodel a large apartment com- topic, he sends it back to MIT
plex accrodirtg to the needs of for suggestions, Orlen continued.
the tenants."'
This ties in with the terms of the
Other topics covered in the agreement which provide that
22 minute documentary will be the "general topic and content
an Urban Systems Lab project of each program will be discusworking with elderly citizens in sed and decided upon coCambridge to develop a trans- operatively between ABC and
poeration program for the el- MIT" with ABC retaining final
derly, and Professor of Manag- control over what goes on the
ment Jay Forrester's work on air.
the city of Lowell.
Health care delivery will be
While MIT is receiving no
the topic of the thid segment. money or other special conThe interdisciplinary nature of siderations for its assistance, the
this field, Benjamin explained, agreement with ABC does stipulate that alll the sponsors for
will be explored by ABC.
The fourth program will deal theseries be 'corporate' or 'instiwith the question of "facing the tutional' in nature. The agreement also provide that MIT has
consequences of technology's
impct." The fifth, Benjamin the right to review potential
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This statement was read aloud atthe December 20, 1972 faculty
meeting by Professor Kaplow.
-Editor
Statement by the CEP on a
Committee on Discipline Matter
This statement is in response
to inquiries to the CEP from
Professor Gyftopoulos, Chairman of the Committee on Discipline 1971-72 and from Professor Weizenbaum, a member of
that committee. We believe that
these inquiries raise several significant general questions about
the judicial process as well as a
specific procedural issue, and we
believe, that these questions and
issues merit serious attention.
On October 12, Professor
Hartley Rogers submitted to the
CEP the set of documents and
letters that were generated by
the dispute last June in the
Committee on Discipline over an
opinion signed by six members
of the committee. This material
included correspondence occurring during the summer and fall,
and a letter to the CEP from
Professor Weizembaum. Professor Gyftopoulos, Chairman of
the Committee on Discipline,
had submitted the questions in
dispute to Professor Rogers,
Chairman of the Faculty. Professor Rogers then brought the
matter to the CEP for advice on
disposition of the matter by the
Faculty, which is the parent
body from which Faculty Committees derive their responsibili-
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tee's jurisdiction, and Professor
Gyftopoulos submitted the controversy to the Chairman of the
Faculty for advice. The Chairman of the Faculty agreed that
the substance of the opiniondocument exceeded the bounds
of the authority granted to the
Committee on Discipline by the
Faculty. The Chairman also
noted that the opiniondocument established principles
which should rightfully be decided by the Faculty and that
therefore the Committee should
not issue the document. He
pointed out that whether or not
the Building 20 occupation was
itself legitimate and whether or
not the conduct of the administration during the occupation of
Building 20 is to be judged by
the Committee on Discipline (to
consider only two rnat ers decided by the opinion-document)
are clearly questions which the
Faculty has the right to determine, and that neither a given
hearing panel of the Committee
on Discipline nor even the entire
Committee on Discipline should
deliberate and decide these questions. The CEP agrees with the
position taken by the Chairman
of the Faculty and therefore
advises that the opiniondocument should not be issued
as an official Committee document.

vant. We do feel, however, that
more fundamental issues have
been raised by this case - for
example, the way in which the
views of individual members of
the Committee should be presented to the community;
whether the Committee should
express opinions on political issues of the community, etc.
These questions go beyond the
case at hand and should be
discussed in the content of a
review of the judicial process.
Finally, the CEP believes that
there are important questions
still unresolved about how to
ensure both fairness and individual consideration in the Institute
disciplinary process. Some of the
questions have been raised by
the Searle committee on judicial
process (appointed by the MIT
Commission); others have been
raised by last year's preliminary
discussions in the CEP of the
reform of the judicial procedures; yet others have come up
in the context of the current
controversy. These questions include, in particular, such matters
as specificity of charges and the
role of the Dean for Student
Affairs in the judicial process.
The conclusion of a review of
the structure and procedures of
,the judicial system at MIT is a
major item on the CEP agenda
for the present year.

On the question of whether

or not the opinion-document
should be made public at all, the
CEP notes that the opiniondocument has been released to
the campus press and so in the
case before us, the issue of public expression is no longer rele-

ty.

As the CEP understands the
matter, three issues are involved.
The first is whether the Committee on Discipline should have
issued to the students the opinion-document signed by the majority of those hearing the case
(but not supported by the majority of the Committee). The
second is whether the opinionsaid, will turn to basic research, sponsor<.
document should have been pubr
-9 licly released. The third set of
I issues involves the appropriateness of the judicial procedures
currently used by the CommitM61MENTS IN HISTORY
tee on Discipline.
A Programof Black Dance, Dramaand Music
On the first question, the
substance
of the controversy is
January 14, 1973
as
follows:
signers of the
7:30 pm
opinion-documeat argue that
Kresge Auditorium
since the past practice of the
Committee was that a simple
Performers from the National Center
majority of the members hearing
of Afro-American Artists:
the case decided it and wrote a
National Theatre Company Children of Black Persuasion
letter to the student informing
Black Persuasion
Primitive Dance Company
him of the decision, the Committee was obliged to send to
Tickets are $3, and are now availableat the BSLUoffice
the student the opinionin Walker Memorial. Reservations a can a/so be made at
document that had been voted
the Kresge Box Office, 253-472a
by
the majority of members
I
L
hearing the case. The Chairman
of the Committee refused to
send out this document on the
grounds that the opiniondocument exceeded the Committee's
authority. (He did send
590 Commonweaffh Ave.
letters, explaining the decisions
{Opposife B. U. Towers)
in the cases, that were supported
by the majority of the Committee and by a majority of the
members hearing the cases.
Pocket Billiards
These letters are not in quesPinball Machines
tion.) This point raised the question of the scope of the CommitG rea t
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The Technology and Culture Seminar
and
M.I.T. Department of Philosophy
present a series of lectures on

'POL 3TICAL CONFLICT

A~ND

.

Headquarters
S BOT
PR IARI
S
: PEACoATS

4.33 MASS. AVE.
Central Square
Cambridge

VIEWIJSOF HUMAN NATUFRE
DR. ALASDAIR MACINTY'RE
Departments of Philosophy & Political Science
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, B. UJ.
Tuesdays in 9-150
Jan. 9, 5:15

Human Mature as a Political Criterion: The
Radical Critique.

Jan. 16, 5:30

Human Nature as a Political Criterion: The
Conservative Critique.

Jane 23, 5:15

Politics as Drama.

Jam- 30, 5:15
Politics as Tragedy.
Respondents: Prof. Elting E. Morison, Humanities
Prof. Hayward R. Alker, Political Science
Miles Morgan, Philosophy and Political Science
-
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CEP Opinion
To the Editor:
I enclose herewith a letter from the
CEP to me and my response to it. You

should know that the CEP's letter was
read to the Faculty at its meeting on
December 20, 1972 and is therefore in
the public domain.
The CEP's letter of transmittal erred,
by the way, in asserting that I had any
part in bringing this matter to the CEP's
attention. To the contrary! I denied from
the very beginning of this controversy
that the CEP or any other Institute- body
had any jurisdiction over any prospective
action of the Committee on Discipline
except that only the President can act on
the Committee's recommendation to
expell a student. The charter of the
Committee on Discipline clearly states
that the Committee acts with power in all
other matters. The CEP's correct response
to Professor Gyftopoulos' request for its
advice would, in my view, have been to
refuse to intervene and thus now to allow
Professor Gyftopoulos to evade fis
responsibility to obey the majority vote
of the committee he chaired. This would,

(and) established principles which (sic)
should rightfully be decided by the
Faculty (and) that the opinion-document
should (therefore) not be issued as an
official committee document." Thisaction robs the Committee on Discipline
of the single property most essential to its
function to administer justice, namely its
autonomy. If the CEP's advice is to be
taken, then every decision, and every
opinion written to support such decision,
must first be taken before the CEP to be
tested against unwritten -criteria of
appropriateness before it can become the
official

decision

or

opinion

of the

the other hand, members are apparently
free to say anything at all about cases still
in dispute, providing they speak as
individuals. This is a complete reversal of
the. univeral rule of judicial conduct
which permits judges to speak -with
almost absolute freedom from the bench
- although always at the risk of being
judicially or legislatively reversed - but
forbids t-hem from ever speaking
publically as individuals about cases they
have heard.
The procedure followed by the
Committee on Discipline - but frustrated
by its then chairman - in the case here in
question is by contrast traditional. One
member of the Committee wrote an
opinion that in an open contest of ideas
Won the concurrence of a majority -of
those members entitled to vote. An
absolute majority of the whol
Committee then voted to release- that
opinion, together with a tally of votes for
and against it, as an official Committee
document. Dissenting members were
repeatedly invited to write 'and -similarly
disseminate their opinions. Had this
process been permitted to reach its logical
terminus, the CEP and Faculty would
have had ample opportunity to express
their attitudes with respect to all
proffered opinions.- In particular, the
Faculty could have legislatively nullified
any precedent it felt the majority opinion
established that was not to its liking.
Speaking as a member of the Faculty,
I say that my, colleagues should seriously
consider the CEP's advice and then
utterly reject it. Ideas and words that
carry ideas are the very lifeblood of the
university. None should ever be censored
or suppressed. In particular no majority
or even minority reports of any legally
constituted Institute committee should
ever be subjected to any test in order to
be permitted to compete in the market

Committee on Discipline. The CEP has
thus constituted itself an automatic court
of review,. moreover a court many of
whose members represent the Institute
Administration which may well be, as in
the present case, a party to the dispute
this court has taken it upon itself to
adjudicate. Such a procedure, it seems to
me, fatally impairs the legitimacy of the
entire judicial process.
The CEP side-stepped the issue of'
whether the opinion-document'should be
made public at ai or 'notby asserting that
that document's release 'to the campus
of course, have forced the release of the
opinion-document as an official press rendered this question ""no longer
committee document. As it is, the CEP relevant." The fact that the leaking of
has undone the autonomy of the internal Institute Committee documents
Committee on Discipline. I had no hand to the campus press is itself an act- of
in initiating or legitimatizing this questionable legality, to say the least,
obviously foreseeable and most must be faced. Had the discipline held
that those of us imposed on ourselves
unfortunate event.
I hope you will want to publish this who were determined to puruse every
letter, the CEP's letter to me, and my legal channel to exhaustion in the matter
of the ultimate release of the opinion
response to the CEP.
J. Weizenbaum. document, the present "advice" of the
CEP would have been tantamount to the
Prof., E.E.
suppression of that document. That
discipline was finally nullified by an act
Dear Professor Weizenbaum:
This letter is to inform you of the CEP of theft and a distribution of the goods.
opinion on the Discipline Committee acquied by that theft to the campus
matter which you and Professor press. The CEP now claims this thievery
Gyftopoulos brought to our attention. In to have discharged its responsibility to place of ideas that presumably is the
our discussion of these questions, we have confront the logical consequence of its university. In that market place ideas are
tried to identify and respond to those "advice," namely-thai a majority report contested by other ideas, words by other
issues specific to this particular case and of an Institute Committee may be words, not by the censor's pen.
those which are of more general properly suppressed because of its
I began this note by an- allusion tothe'
significance. The following statement has content! No wonder that, having used the horror of mass-murder to which all of us
been entered in the .records
of the frvnts of a theft to assuage its own hate been a parW Lm the past several days.
Committee on Educational Policy and conscience, the CEP fails remarkably to It may be hard for some of my colleagues
will be read at the December 20 faculty condemn it.
to see the connection between that event
meeting:
The practical consequence of the and the matter of issuing an official
[The full text of the CEPs statement CEP's action is to create a very strange, committee report. But there is a
probably unique, judicial situation: connection. The examples set for us by
is reprinted in full on page 3 - Editor/
As the CEP continues its rev.ew of the members of the Committee on Discipline the Germans over Rotterdam and
Institute's judicial system, we hope that are constrained as to what they may say Coventry, and which we have learned to
you will feel free to contribute any from the bench. Thei words must f'st imitate so faithfully and even to enlarge
further opinions or observations that you pass examination by the CEP-which may upon, had in a sense their beginnings with
censor or suppress them altogether. On the book burnings in Berlin in 1933.
may have.
Roy Kaplow
Associate Chairman
The card beiow was received shortly after the election of the Board of Directors of Vol.
Committee on Educational
93, It was addressed to "The Staff and Readers of The Tech;" officers of Thursday
Policy
confirmed that they had sent ft.
To the Editor:

"""""""""""""""·"""""""g.F""~

It seems ludicrous to spend emotional
energy writing about the "advice" of the
CEP with respect to recent proceedings of
the Committee on Discipline when a great
crime against humanity has just been
committed in our name. Hanoi has been
added to the list of cities whose very
mention causes the flesh to crawl with
the terrible knowledge of the horror of
which ordfiary men, that is to say we, are
capable. I- am thint~ng of Guernica,
Lidice, Coventry, Hamburg, Dresden,
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and now Hanoi!
But it is precisely in a time when human
decency and honor is called into question
on a global scale that the ordinary citizen
must redouble his effort to nurture and
protect what small islands of humane
rationality still survive. Surely we cannot
now give up the hope that the university,
particularly our university, may be such

3
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an island and worth some effort to save.

Besides, it may be worth recalling that
the event that entrained this controversy
was a protest triggered by President
Nixon's speech of May 8, 1972. He then
promised to take "decisive military action
to eand the war." Now perhaps we begin
to understand what he meant. He also
said "Throughout the war in Vietnam,
the United States has exercised a restraint

dT

concerns

over

career,

-over

our

relationslps to those who appear to, have
power over us, and over that which may
disturb the tranquility of olur mundane
existence. That is the connection!
Joseph Weizenbaum
-Professor, E.E.
COR R ECTION
In the December 15 issue of-The Tech, in
an article titled "Military research: our
slice of the pie," it was incorrectly stated
that " .. the DOD is still tlhe single most
important sponsor of research on campus
and surpasses its nearest competitors,
NASA and NSF, by 'some $64 million,"
The sentnece should have read: "by some
$4 -million."
Continuous News Service
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unprecedented in the annals of war."

Now he has made one thing perfectly
clear: his definition of restraint.
The most far-reaching action of the
CEP is to advise that "the substance of
the opinion-document exceeded the
bounds of the authority granted to the
Committee on Discipline by the Faculty

Among the words burned there were
those of the German poet Heinrich
Heine:
"Wherever they burn books, sooner or
later ihey will burn human beings.too."
Now, the smell of human flesh- burning is
again in our nostrils - as it has been so
many times over the years. Our own
failure of civil courage has resulted in the
transformation of our republic into a
sometimes criminal presidential
dictatorship and left the people powerless
and frustrated. We must, at the peril of
our very country, and perhaps of
civilization itself, take beginning steps to
relearn civil courage, to: relearn to trust
our own and each other's freedom. It is a
grievously mistaken belief that civil
courage finds exercise only in the context
of world-shaking events. To the contrary,
its most arduous exercise is often in those
small contexts in which the fewrs it
overcomes are those induced by petty
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(Continued from page 2)
HI then proceeded to fill in
ing the question of whether or the background of the commitnot the committee had voted to tee for the assembled members
issue the report,' Rogers had of the faculty. He quoted from
been correct in deciding that it Policies and Procedures of the
was beyond the authority of the Faculty, which charges the comCommittee to issue such a docu- mittee to "keep informed" on
ment. Their conclusion: "the. problems and conflicts of interopinion document should not 'be est which arise due to the conissued as an official Committee. stantly changing' scope of outside professional interests maindocument."
On the second question, the tained by the MIT faculty. Hill
Committee: decided that the pointed out that in recent years
publication of the documents ..the committee had not reported
made the issue of their release to regularly, and had not really
the -press moot in this case. The kept itself informed on the activCEP went on to suggest that ities of Institute faculty.
In recent years, the commitmechanisms for the" release of a
"minority" opinion to the pub- tee has been "passive" according
lic were in the legitimate pur- to Hill, deciding only "cases
view of a review of the discipline brought to it." This, he noted,
kept the group informed on a
process.:
In response to the third ques- "subset of problems, but did not
tion, the CEP believes that there give it an overall -view." The
.are. "important questions unre- group's "conscience" was affectsolved" concerning the whole ed, and a catch-up effort was
MIT judicial process. The state- begun.
A complete survey of the
ment concludes by noting that a
major review of structure and faculty by questionnaire was
procedures of the judicial system considered, Hill said, but was
is a major item on the CEP rejected because it would dupli-cate department procedures
agenda.
(When asked, CEP Chairman (department heads must keep
Rogers declined to state whether themselves informed of the outsuch a process would involve side professional activities of
students or faculty members not their faculty, according to Polion the committee, or whether cies and Procedures), and be'meetings might be public. "We cause it would require "a great
haven't figured that out yet," he deal of explanation to prevent
said, noting that the entire com- its causing a disturbance."

Air P,

Implementation did not pose
any great problems in-the departments surveyed, although
the committee found a heavy
reliance on Policies and Procedures without much discussion;
the report commented that there
is "perhaps too little effort at
common understanding."
As a control mechanism,
most departments were satisfied
by and relied on a once per year
report by all faculty on their
professional activity.
Problems in the area of outside work are, for the most part,
resolved without resort to the
-committee, according to the survey. Yet the faculty polled still
see the committee as having
some value: seven of the eight
saw it as a court of last resort n
case of a dispute; five saw it as a
potential source of useful iniformation to resolve dispute, and
two saw it serving as a prod to

department heads to perform
their duty.
Two problems arose in discussions caused by the survey, Hill
stated. The first was faculty sentiment against a request for information sent by the deans of
Science and Engineering to their
department heads; some saw this
as an attempt to move decision
power from the faculty to the
administration. The other problem
was the close relation beInstead, the group selected
mittee would have to decide in
tween
salably policy and outside
the alternative of interviewing a
any case.)
professional
activity which often
A vigorous discussion of the sample of department heads causes friction.
report was launched by Asso- which would provide more inforHill outlined areas in which
ciate Professor of History mation at less cost. A sample of
William Watson, who asked Kap- eight out of the 24 was selected, the committee saw problems..
low if this report means that a and each was subjected to a Although no single department
F
c6momittee chairman can over- tightly structured interview. The surveyed saw significant proba majority of a committee eight departments were chosen lems, the group found a large
NI rule
on any decision; Kaplow said the to represent all five schools. The variation in mores around the
report did not address itself to Sloan 'School of Management I n stitute. He cited two
that question. Further discussion 'was represented by its only de- examples: the use of MIT equipIq of the question by Vltson and partmrent,
Managelmet; the ,ment or labs for professional
School of Architecture and work in such departments as
Professor
Christopher
Schaefer
I.
Architecture, wih/le the practice
produced responses by current Urban Planning was represented
1
Discipline Committee chairman by the Architecture Department; was strictly prohibited in many
I
Professor Charles Myers and past the School of Humanities and departments; and the use exterchairman Professor Elias Gyfto- Social Science by the Political nally of software developed at
poulos that a majority of the Science Department; the School MIT, an area in which he noted
I
50
entire committee had not voted of Science by Chemistry and that there is no tradition and no
Nutrition; the School of Engi- policy.
to release the document.
-nee.ing
by Civil, Electrical and
Kaplow explained that the
Conflict of interest does not
I
CEP had been led to believe that Mechanical Engineering.
take
any standard form when it
,III
The'Committee on Outside
the total effect of the votes
Iq
is
encountered
at MIT. Most
L
taken in the committee had been Professional Activities was speci- often, the committee found,
confusing, and Gyftopoulos pro- fically interested in four points: conflict arises from association
ceeded to read all of. them, adequacy of current policy, with a competing research orga11'i
.ii
problems in implementing it, the nization. Rarely could a faculty
proving the point.
I
At this point, Wiesner stated proper role of the committee,
member's decision benefit one
that other places might be more and what problems had been
group, over the other, but reappropriate for such a debate, solved at the departmental level. search proposals could be made
Hill characterized depart- through another group which,
and discussion was limited to
mental
reaction to current poliseveral brief remarks: Professor
cy
as
"satisfaction,"
which mani- without MIT's costs associated
Kenneth Hoffman suggested that
with education, could offer a
CEP also consider autonomy of fested itself negatively in the lower overhead rate.
committees in its study; Kaplow remark "there is no way to
The Committee on Outside
noted that the current statement improve it," and positively in
Professional
Activities drew
the
remark
"it's
flexible,"
which
was only a direct response -to
he
supposed
meant
that
it
was
several
conclusions:
that most
direct questions; and Myers
noted that the Discipline Com- "appropriately ambiguous." He departments ate getting cooperamittee had not had any trouble stated that the current rule of tion, that they are aware of and
gaining unanimity on decisions one day per week of outside -are coping with problems, and
work was a "crude but useable that the situation is not out of
this year.
Wiesner concluded with a Iguide," and that the committee control.
The new chairman noted that
brief remark, saying that the always emphasized the spirit of
judicial process depends a great the pale, which is designed to .so far five interviews have been
deal on "ill-defined" common insure MIT adequate service scheduled for this year, and that
law that works well under nor- from full-time faculty while a file will now be kept of cases
mal circumstances, but does not allowing them a chance to re- brought to the committee, so
work well in the strained climate main up-to-date in professional that a common law could be
built up of past decisions.
of political cases. He also ex- terms.
pressed the hope that the CEP
would consult with Professor
Campbell Searle and the Searle
Committee, Which worked on
judicial reform in connection
with the ComImDission on MIT

i

..

Education.
Outside Activities

Thomas Hill, assistant dean of
the Sloan School and last year's
chairman of the Committee on
Outside Professional Activities,
read a report prepared during his
tenure. Hill explained that it was
ready last spring, but that he had
not had a chance to present it
until now.
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s
may be obtained through the
information office.)
According to -Munkres, the
Committee found that IAP tad
fulfilled its original goals: it has
eliminated the January "lame
duck" period (finals now come
before Christmas), it has eased
the administrative crunch between semesters, provided
"leisurely" time for study and
research, and has provided an
opportunity .for flexible learning
and teaching. In addition,
Munkres pointed out, it has pro-

In the discussion' which followed the report, Alfred Keii,
dean of the School of Engineering noted that he had made the
request for information (mentioned, earlier) solely for statistical purposes, and that he did
not keep names associated with
the material. Louis Smullen,
head of the Electrical Engineering department, said that it was
.'"news to me," and disturbing
news, that any faculty member
was allowed to use a lab in any
way associated with outside
work. Wiesner proposed that an
investigation be camrred out.
One faculty member ques-tioned the wisdom of maintaining a central file of the outside
work of all faculty members, but
the current chairman of the
committee laid the objection to
rest by pointing out that the file
would only contain cases about
which there had been some question. Wiesner entered the discussion to point out that there had
been tines in the past when the
administration could not yield
to a request for a list of all
faculty consulting relations because no such list existed; it has
been decided that this list would
not be made public even if it did
exist.
Wiesner went on to note that
he had taken part in a review of
the question of outside professional activity two years ago,
and that at that time there was a
reaffirmation of the fact that
this is a' "matter of personal
integrity" and that only "fla-

with the time spent, as indicated
by the original motion to change
the name from Independent
Study Period to Independent
Activites Period.
Smullen rose after the report
was finished, to state that his
faculty, while enjoying it themselves and finding IAP useful for
graduate students and seniors,
questioned its usefulness for
other undergraduates. He suggested moving the period to the
end of second term, where it
might allow longer summer jobs,
and added that the figure of 10%
for course offerings cancelled
might be low. He concluded by
noting that the use of Teaching
Assistants during IAP was a
sticky problem, and that in any
case the faculty comment he had
heard was of the nature: "It's
going- to be passed anyway."
"This is not galloping enthusiasm," Smullen said.
Vice-President Kenneth Wadleigh responded to the TA ques-

grant violations of the spirit" of

tion, noting that the problem

the policy should be considered.
Hours of debate had not settled
the question of whether one day
per week meant one in five or
one in seven, Wiesner said, but
this was not an important issue
in his view.
Each faculty member is capable of deciding such things on
his own, he concluded.
Special labs
Due to the upcoming divestment· of the Draper Laboratories, the Standing Committee
on the Special Laboratories is
now limiting itself to the
Lincoln Labs.
An all day meeting with
Lincoln Lab personnel on
October 24, 1972 convinced the
committee that research being
carried out there is currently
appropriate. The group was
assured by the lab that they
would be informed immediately
if any "substantive change" were
made in the nature of research
going on there.
The full report on the activities of the Lincoln Lab may be
obtained in 37-287 and 18-309.
-AP report
In the 'absence of chairman
Kent Hansen, Professor James
Munkres reported on the decisions of the 1AP Policy Committee with regard to continuing

may not be completely soluble.
Professor Robert Fano used
committee statistics to bolster
his argument when he said that
he was "not satisfied with IAP,"'

the three year Independent Acti-

vities Period expeime~nL The
principle recommendation of the
group was continuation of the
current "4-1-4" academic calendar. (The full report of the
committee appeared as a special
supplement to Tech Talk and
by Brunt paer
al

vided for personal satisfaction

because he felt it was "not a

good investment of resources for
undergraduate students." He
also noted that the committee
report surprised him, as it did
not seem to give much consideration to alternative calendars;
this was pat of its original
charge.
Wadleigh and Wiesner both
responded, noting that several
calendars are under consideration, and that if any are concluded to offer academic or efficiency advantages, they will be
brought before the faculty.
Smoking
Professor David Wilson concluded the meeting with a few
remarks about smoking at MIT.
He said that ASH (Action on

Smoking and Health) had become a focus for smoking complaints, and that they had petitioned Wiesner in younger and
more foolish days, assuming he
had the power to stop all
smoking in public places. The
group has since learned that the
faculty has power over the classrooms. Wilson suggested that
faculty members take note of
the facts currently being discovered concerning the effect of
smoke on non-smokers. Wiesner
.has set up a committee to help
publicize these facts, Wilson
said, and its results should soon
be forthcoming. He expressed
doubt that a total ban would
ever be put into effect.
ad
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Browning outlined several
alternative Courses, the first of
which was reduction of the class
size to 870. Another alternative
would be con scious
over-crowding of the dormitory
system. This year, for example,
the class size was 16 larger than
expected, and more people than
expected stayed in the doras.
As a result, there was
overcrowding by some 60
people, which had a direct
impact on 160 dormitory
residents (those people sharing
overcrowded rooms).

.

I The overcrowding may have

some effect on wear and tear of
common facilities in
overcrowded areas. It might also
have an effect on the psychology
of the students involved,
although there have been no
problems reported. Auxiliary
housing, a final alternative, has
been rejected as too expensive.
The ultimate solution,
according to both Browning and
Wadleigh, is another
undergraduate dormitory as
soon as possible. Normally, such
a- building takes about 18
months of planning and 318
months to build, assuming that
the money is at hand. Even
"fast-tracking,"' a process which
involves parallel design and
construction processes, takes a
year at best (assuming no labor
trouble), and still requires the
key ingredient which MIT does
not have at this time according
to Browning: money.
The effects
"The financial effects of a

drop on class size of this
magnitude.are within the-noise
of the system," according to
Wadleigh, and his sentiments
were echoed by Jack Frailey,
Director of Student Financial
Aid. "A difference of 100 students, for example, makes a difference of about $100,000 in
our budget," Fraiiey said, out of
a total budget of -$6,000,000.
"You're not talking about big
money," he added, but you are
talking about a decreased burden
on the unrestricted funds of the
central administration. Frailey's
input to Wynne's decision process has taken many forms,
among them the amount of MIT
money it would take to support
certain equity levels for various
student body sizes (the equity
level is the job-loan level).
Peter Richardson, director of
admissions, also reports to
Wynne; he told The Tech that an
early decision would make his
work easier, but that the result
of the decision would not make

t

much difference. "Once they set
the class size, we can come close
to meeting it," Richardson said.
He also noted that there is a
margin of error, and that as',
many as 50 more or'less students
than the target -number may
actually come, a figure of about
5% of the total class.
The area of admissions includes what may be the most
important yet least frequently
mentioned factors in the class
size, decision: what effect will
the smaller class size have on the
numbers of women and blacks,
and how will it look to the
- ------- ------ 111----·-- 91
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(Continued from page 1)
indications such as mid-year
vacancies make this seem likely,
then there Will be 450 dormitory
spaces available (with the
previously noted margin allowed
for the Dean's office). Combined
with the 420 students who can
be accomodated by the
fraternities, commutation - and
Student House, this allows for a
total class of 870.

__..
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alumni and the public?
One admiaistration official
suggested that sex-blind. admissions prevent much effect on the
percentage of wome n , and that
minorities will continue at their
current numbers. Another confided to The Tech his concern
that, "Now, with technology under attack, it might look very
bad for MIT to lower its freshman class size. It might look like
we were agreeing that technology is less important. And that
would not be true."
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Boston Symphony

0

Orchestral

[urn
C)C~
IMichael Tiflson Thomas5
~conductor

'

8:30 pm

January 12
Prelude

c&I'aprq@s-midi d'UN faune

Jeu

Prokofiev
Scythian Suite

$travInsky
Les noces

Susan Larson, soprano; Jan Curtis,
mezzo-soprano; Alexander Stevenson,
tenor; Mark Pearson, bass

t

Christopher Kies, Louise Vosgerchian,

Yasuo Watanabe, Newton Wayland, pianists
New England Conservatory Chorus,
Lorna Cooke De Varon, conductor

January 13

8:30 pm
R.Strauss
Joseph's Legend
Satie
Parade
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Daphnis et Chtoe
New England ConServatory Chorus.
Lorna Cooke De Varon, conductor ,~

l
a

iRavel

saLue
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a
Two programs of mdsic commissioned

by the legendar ballet impresario
drawing by Picasso for 1923 Ballets Russes program
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-(Continued from page .1)
Green made a pitch for
solving the "blame it on the
computer" syndrome by using
computers "as intelligently as is
humanly possible." With proper
design at the beginning, and
much care for details, he noted,
a lot of the aggravation can be
taken out of computerization.
"Human engineering is just as
important in computers as, say,
consumer products, and very
few companies seem to realize it.
The 'Action Lines' of newspapers are full of complaints
from frustrated consumers who
are the victims of billing mistakes. More concerned efforts
could reduce the nunber of mistakes and make them easier to
correct," he said.
Szymanski described the sort
of company he Was looking for:
"a creative, enjoyable, interesting environment. I don't want
impersonality. I want to be a
good engineer first, and take on
management later."
e c.h oed
Tanquiary
Szymanski's feelings. "I don't
want a departmentalized job. I
think we need personal interaction. And I think civic responsibility is more important to me
than how much profit is made."
In the discussion that followed, several common themes were
touched. A lot of time was spent

profit. Everyone
discussing
agreed that a company needs
profit to stay in business, and
that therefore making profit
must be a goal of a company. No
one else besides Baxter admitted
that profit was their only goal,
but most alumni labeled it their
most important. While some called having good relations with
customers, employees, and the
community goals (on the same

level as profit), .others called
them just strategies for maximizing profit. Responding to one of
the students, and younger alumni, one alumnus said, "It's a
mistake to assume that you can't
be both socially useful and operate under the profit system. We
now realize that it is good business to have people who are
fulfilled in their jobs." .
Next the students asked the
alumni what their chances were
for moving up from technical
work to management. Are the
rewards for being a superengineer comparable to those in
the rest of the company? Roshldnd stated that his company
had a "2-Pass" system? where
the technical side could rise as
high and as fast as the- management side, so that could engineers would not suffer if they
weren't qualified to go into manage men t. Various managers
(most of the manager s present
seemed to be) expressed the
view that management was harder, with more aggravation, and
therefore deserved the higher salaries. They said that researchers
get other forms of recognition from, their papers and their
peers. One alumnus expressed
the view that a researcher's salary merely had to be "adequate."
Joe McCluskey, an MIT graduate and chief of the Environmental Affairs department at
Commonwealth Edison, said
that " the fun of being in business is dealing with people." He
said that the mechanical probiems are easily solved, but that
the people problems are the
toughest and the most fun. With
a brief sigh of regret, he noted
that he sometimes felt picked-on
- by Zero Population Growth as
the father of eight children, and
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by environmentalists as a manager for the electric company.
McCluskey got a good chuckle
out of the group when he said
that some problems were best
solved by circumventing the established bureaucratic structure
- he called it "adding lumps to
the system."
One of the younger alumni
('70 o-r so) proposed that profits
were not bad, per se, but that

NOTES

UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're the bige3t! Thousands of
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthropology, Art, Black Studies, Ecology, EcoLaw, Music,
Education,' History,
nomics,
Political Science, Psychology,
Philosophy,
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Problems. Send $2 for your catalog of topics available.
REGAL NOTES
3160 "O" Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201
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SUMMER JOBS FOR JUNIORS

too much profit became greed.

Hoffman commented that while
society tended to deplore big
profits by a big company, we all
want to make big money on our
own. However, no one could
agree on what was too much.
Baxter elaborated on the question of technical rewards versus
management rewards: "No tech
will ever be paid as much as a
loan officer who makes a killing.
Remember that the real money
in this country goes to the
entertainers. "
The final major topic of discussion was IBM. Various alumni
present who were familiar with
the current anti-trust case believed that the weight of public

IN
PHYSICS, CHEMiSTRY

AND ENGINEERING
The Department of Engineer/ng and Applied Science of
Yale Univesity s offering a limited number of Special
Grants to college juniors who would like to gain experience in advanced research this summer.
Available projects include work involving air pollution

instrumentation, surface chemistry and catalysis,
gaseous electrons- plasma physics, heat and mass
transport, computer science and data process/ig,
physics of flu/ds, mechanics of materials, chemical

opinion was against the com-

pany, and that even though they
felt it would be a bad decision, it
appeared to them that IBM
would eventually be broken up.
An interesting comment was
made by one person; he felt
IBM's marketing system was its
best asset - it is so good, he
said, that their equipment merely has to work.

physics, him pressure chemical synthesis, solid state
physics, atonic'physics and electronics.
Stipends will be in the range $100-$120 a week and will be
awarded for an II-week period from June Il through
August 24, 103.

For further details and application forms please contact
your department office, Dean's office, or write to:
Summer Research Prog.am
Department Of Engineering and Applye

One older alumnus ('30 or so)
summed up the meeting pretty
well when he said-'l think the
problem with MIT is that it's
getting as stodgy as Harvard...
we used to have meetings like
. this much more often ....

Yale Universkty

New Haven, Conneticut
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By Sandy Yulke
This will be the last year at
MIT for Arthur (Art) E. Farnham, Jr., Head Coach of track
and cross country, He has resigned and will leave MIT this
June, after 16 years on the
coaching staff. During his time
here, Farnllam has acquired
many friends and admirers, and
one cannot help getting the impression that he will be sorely
missed.
Dave Wilson '73, President of
the Athletic Association and cocaptain of the track team said,
"No matter how many good
things you' say about him, it
won't be enough. It takes a
special talent to coach people at
MIT." His sentiments seem to be
shared to just about everyone;
Ross H. Smith, Director of Athletics, said that Coach Farnham
is one of the most "conscientious-and able coaches here at
MIT" and that he is admired and
respected by coaches throughout
New England. This can clearly
be seen by looking at some of
Farnham's history.

was selected by the US AAU and
the State Department to coach a
team of US track stars touring
central and west Africa.
When interviewed, Farnham
said that the decision to leave
MIT had noi 'been an easy one.
li1e said that he had enjoyed his
time here very much, and that
he would miss a great dea~l the
comradeship which he had
found here. He added that he
thought that MIT has the best
attitude towards athletics of any
college in the US, and that the
teaching aspects of his job (all
MIT coaches have teachirng responsibilities in the Physical Education
program -,this is not
ure, the MIT indoor and outdoor
track teams have posted 91 vic- true at the majority of schoo'ls)
tories, as well as winning the had been very fulfilling.
Farnham is leaving MIT to
Eastern Small College Championship in 1963 and 1968, and pursue a full-time commitment
have set 22 all-time IMIT varsity toa summer camnp that he. has
records. Farnham is also a past been working at for over 20
president of the. New England years. Previously, he had only
Track Coaches' Association, and w-orked on the camp part-time
has served as secretary-treasurer during the school year, but he
of the Easte-rnr
!ntercollegiate felt that that was a strain, and
Athletic Association for the past that his new occupation will
six years. In addition, in 1964 he provide him with a more leisureHe joined the staff in 1957,
as assistant to the legendary MIT
track coach, Oscar Hedlurid, and
succeeded him as head coach
upon his retirement the following year. He then led the MIT
track and cross country teams to
prominence among the colleges
of New England. The cross country team!, under his guidance,
was undefeated in
1967, and
won the ICAAAA College Division Championship in 1968, and
placed third in the NCAA National. College. Division Charnpionships, -to climax MIT's best
season ever,
So far, during Farnham's ten-

ly life. -He also welcomes the
opportunity to live on Cape Cod
all year long, ashe says that he
has felt a great love for the Cape
ever since he first was there ~33years ago.

After speaking with him, one
cannot help but join all those
who, wish Coach Farnham the
very best in all that he may do,
and fondly bid him farewell.
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If the sytem bad motion before the
i_2y maintain 50 mph (on a flat concreshift it ill return to its original
It appears to me we can get thrust
te road) i-rth !7c,lbs. of thrust. Accfrom A SUPPLY OF ENERGY which rotates
notion after the shift. Thus a -&d - b ording to GaLileo the 1170 lbs,. goes to
and shifts masses without ejecting
equals Owhere a is accelerate, b is
rmin up only for imped~iments$ or fr-'
mass and without a frictional referen- backward and d is decellerate.
ic~ton losses of all kinds.
ce to the earth. The first 5 people
III
To get acceleration install catches
A 5 piston Monmentor is very'siVile-'Jwho point out a "SIGNIFICANT" force or in the cylinders so the pistons canI
there
are "AU:AY-S" 3 p~istons in the
forces other than te-71"7'~'oor the con- move forward but not backwards in the
front ~*of ~--lnder. For 80%N of .
szetration of momentum which will cause Icy-linders. Time the device, which I
the tine of each revolution all 5 id-.
.the device not to operate in this rmn- call a Mcmentor (combines the words
entical pistons have the same speed &
nor will recieve $100. I need simple
motor & momentum), so that P22&P2 are
3 must pull ahead more than 2 w_£1 puanswers because I am a layman.
"AD~kYS" empty at the same time. I-,hnll back. For the remaining 7i"¢ of the
':hen 2 identical eccentric masses
6=ev- 'P2 are erpty 2 pistons in the time 2 pistons in the back !,-of each
(ems) are contra-revolved in a horizback half of each cylinder are shifted
cylinder are ;shifted twice and the foontal circle on an air bearing plat:to fill this empty space. You neve._.r rcec balance. Even s'iwpler--if the
form
the
platform
goes
back
and
forth
want
an
empty
space
in
the
front
half
c-,
shif~ts cancel is 3 note than 2:"??
wKith a sine wave notion (see solid
of -the cylinder. There are countless
$i=: concepts from elementary mechanline in Fig. 1) that lags the motion
ways of mechanizing -the .sitfts~3 of
e+ el '
icc are so simple they are sk-immed ovof
the
ems
by
90
degrees
(broken
line).
wh-ich are--r-ee!!ing e:!ect_0romZgnets,
0.- ,. ,~ P
er co one does not appreciate the Uigh
DIFor circular motion the sine wave plot hollow out the ends of each piston so
efficiency era 'tomenteor. !-.Side for9,is made up of an irafinite n'owber of eq- -when 2 pistons are joined the chamber
ccs &ztorques cancel on each other vhi-l:
B~ual and opposite centrifugal. and centr- canl be filled with steam or chemical
en you contra-revolve 2 identical mzaipetal forces so the 3rd law is always fuels, or controlled active masses
ss.2. In paragraph 3 &-4 the motionA
satisfied. With just a little less fr- such as model electric cars.
lags the force by 9t; -degrees, 3. !'0f
iction the system would be isolated so
I call a Nosenter a fuall %mae centrforces outside the system in the deep Iifuigal force rectifier as the back mo- r-illy we speed up &:stop in a straight
line so these forces are equal & opp.5dark far reaches of outer space would
tion in Para. 2 is converted into an
.site but'in i'arao It we accelerate maahot have to be considered.
extra fmwaxd foxes.
(An electronic
ssesgoing backwards ,f: floccilerate th~'D 0
z :
:5Enuivalents to one of the ess are-full .,ave rectifier converts a plus&
an when they are going Eorra~rd so th~e
Daone ounce unbalance on your car 'ire. minus current into a current that fla &d forces are both in the d~sired
An active mass such as a model car go- Mas in the same diretion through the
':Irection (forward).- 4. In i'ara'. 5 not
Ding around a circular track. A uniform
!oadl It has =Ach greater efficiency
rotating disc with a weight or the mo- than a 4 cycle engine wAhere each pist- onlay is the center mass AM.MY in -,,e
del car attached to the ri~m. 'The space on goes up & dam twice for each pc¢er -forwardhalf of the circle but-the moopposite a pie shaped wedge removed
stroe ~Zile thxe shifts in a Momentor Ition of the platform is in phase with
the force frcm the center mass. 5. B1efrom a uniform rotating disc. The cen- occur in th~e direction of motion. A
ter piston of 5 identical pistons in af car no longer requies a gear train or fare the 2 shifted pistons in i ara.
can give eaback force they must be ac?stating hollow donut shaiped. cylinder
tranzmssion with their attendant wecelerators. they produce greater cenidth room.for 6 pistons. See Fig. 2. ,ight & friction losses. For reverse
tral forces than 3 identical pistons
Mount the cylinders and all-pistons
thrust shift when the positions OPPOS_ at a.lower normal spoeed. 6. An unbalmarked 1,- 2 & 3 rigidly to a friction- ITE P2'&,P2 wre empty. You can stopanced revolving system alwas produces
hess platform. Simultaneously move all Rch faster uasing reverse thrust -,ith
II
4 & 5 numbered pistons, 60 degrees to
no tire skid. This efficiency leads to ,accelerated motion as the platform in
II -j ",z 93
tara. 2 is either 'being stopped., spas0 fill P2'&-P2. Note the center of mass
a lessenting of our pollution & energy
ded up or slowed dow~n, the only qweis the sama before & after thLiS shift. crisis besides the improvement from
ion is, can we select the direction of
This is easier to visualize if you pi- faster safer stops.
these accelerated motions %~hich have
ace the cylinders over & under each
TakiM 0.636 (the average area of a
,alwayVs balanced in the past?
other instead of side by side.- The pl-I sine wave ccm.areal to a square wave)
;This pq)per ha been filed -a-ththe
latform.goes forwr when the shift be- fr= rectiftar theenys thrust equals
'Patent
Office under the Disclosure
Igins (a in Fig. 3), after the pistons
2 x .636 x mv2/r &ere m is the might
Docxmwnt
'Programs If you can find no
revolve through 30 degees forward mo- of 1 piston. The .636 varies depending
error~
Puds
amy be available fra EPA,
tion of the platform stops (b). For
on howr mch tjme it takes to shift but
DOD, 1NAS&9 etc., to build vwoking mo-2
the next 30 cdsgrees the plat.form is
it is important to realize the shifts
dels. If you are not interested -in thpulled backwards (b). Noy the pistons
occur where thrust falls off between
is problem please infom someone, in
can go no further & in stopping the
CO 06
0
the rectifed halves of the sine wave. the physics dqwmnt of your-local
platf orm's motion ceases over its orp Ca
Ten, 10 ib.pistons; vt~ose cente of
& 0.
university or college.
igina position (d). If the system m
mass is 6 inches from the center of
Send your entry to, or UP you desire
at rest before the shift it will be at the donut, r-evolving at 600 rpm prodCD
more
details send a stamped self-add~rest after~the shift and exactly over
%Me 780 pounds of thrust & each piston
do
ressedt eWMopG ,WE.cklik, 5;19. 8th
Its origia position regwarlss of
pair separates 4 tmes per second. A .ad.
S. j-08. Arfi;~
on, Va. 22204.
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how the center mss keeps revoli
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